
क्रम ांक प्र र्थी म ांगी गई आर.टी.आई. ज नक री जव ब 

1. Kamlesh Sah, 205, 

Prakash Building, 60 feet 

road, Ghatkopar East 

Mumbai 400077 

1. Please provide us copy of all research documents, 

correspondence, file notes, internal correspondence 

related to research done in ICAR on A1 and A2 milk 

relying upon which Minister of State for Fisheries, 

Animal Husbandry and Dairying, Sanjeev Balyan 

stated in  a written reply in Lok Sabha on March 

2021 that as per the information received from ICAR 

(Indian Council of Agricultural Research), there is no 

conclusive information available regarding the 

difference between the quality of milk of foreign 

breeds of cows and indigenous cattle.  We are ready 

to pay the charges for supplying us copy of 

documents.  

1. The relevant documents and reply is attached 

herewith, apart from this the five publications are 

also dispatched to your e-mail.  

2. Shri Vishwajeet Singh 

Panwar, Advocate, 

House no. 50, Ranjit 

enclave, Near Ashoka 

Nursery, Kunjpura Road, 

Karnal  

1. a) Copy of documents containing detailed 

 information reg. the amount demanded by and 

 thereof received by ICAR-NBAGR from the 

 respective University/employees for retention of their 

 lien at ICAR-NBAGR 

 1.Dr.Kuldeep Singh 

 2.Dr.Rakesh Malik. 

a) No such documents are available at NBAGR, Karnal.. 

 b) Copy of concerned rules under which LC&PC was 

 demanded  and thereof received by ICAR-NBAGR 

 from the respective University/ employees for 

 retention of their lien at ICAR-NBAGR under point 

 1(a) employees for retention of their lien at ICAR-

 NBAGR. 

b) Information is available on public domain. 

 

 

 

 c) Copy of Undertaking taken from the above 

 mentioned employees in lieu of retention of their 

 respective lien at ICAR-NBAGR and the Rules 

 thereof under which such undertaking was demanded 

 by and thereof  received by the ICAR-NBAGR, 

c) Copies of Undertakings in respect of both are attached.     

General guidelines are available on public domain. 

 



 Karnal. 

2. Copy of the Undertaking taken from Dr. Partap 

Singh Panwar in lieu of Lien retention and the rules 

thereof under which such undertaking was demanded 

by and thereof received by the ICAR-NBAGR, 

Karnal.  

2. Copy of Undertaking in respect of Dr.P.S.Panwar is 

attached. 

General guidelines are available on public domain. 

 

 

3. Copy of the letter regarding the acceptance of 

technical resignation of Dr. Partap Singh Panwar as 

conveyed by the Under Secretary, ICAR vide F.No. 

TS-46(1)/2019/Estt.IV dated 21-06-2019, in 

furtherance of which Dr. Partap Singh Panwar was 

accordingly relieved from his service at ICAR 

NBAGR, Karnal. 

3. Copy of ICAR letter No. F.No. TS-46(1)/2019/ Estt.IV 

dated 21-06-2019 is attached. 

      4. Copies of the following be provided: 

 a. Copy of relieving order of Dr. Partap Singh 

 Panwar  dated 24-06-2019. 

 

 b. Copy of Letter dated 11-11-2020 submitted by Dr. 

 Partap Singh Panwar to ICAR-NBAGR, Karnal. 

 

 c. Copy of NBAGR email / letter to ICAR – Deputy 

 Secretary / or Under Secretary / or Under Secretary 

 (TS) dated 11-12-2020. 

 

 d. Copies of all communications, regarding 

 transferring all service documents of Dr. Partap 

 Singh Panwar including pensionary  liabilities, GPF, 

 Leave encashment, gratuity etc. to CCSHAU Hisar, 

 that took place the period from 25-06-2019 to till 

 date between- 

 

 i.  ICAR-NBAGR and ICAR HQ; and 

4.  

a) Copies of Office Order No. 1-80/98-Estt./276-77dated 

24.06.2019 as well as Memorandum of No1-

180/98/Estt.dated 24-06-2019 are attached. 

 

b) Copy of letter dated 11-11-2020 submitted by Dr. 

Partap Singh Panwar is attached. 

 

c) Copy of NBAGR letter No.1-80/98-Estt/III-679 dated 

11.12.20 is attached. 

 

 

d) Since, his lien was retained at this Bureau, hence, 

nothing has been transferred to CCS-HAU. 

 

 

 

 

Copies of following documents are attached herewith :- 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ii. ICAR-NBAGR and CCSHAU, Principal, College 

 of Agriculture, Kaul. 

 

 

 

 

1.No.1-80/98-Estt/679 dt.11.12.20 

2. No.1-80/98-Estt/825 dt.19.01.21 

3. No.1-80/98-Estt/ dt.16.02.21(2 letters) 

4. No.TS-46(1)/2019/Estt.IV dt.21.06.2019 

5. No.AS/10/2/2021-IA.I dt.27.01.21 

6. ICAR email dated 11.02.21 

7. No.TS-46(1)/2019/Estt.IV dt.31.03.2021. 

 

1. 1-80/98-Estt.III/179 dt.03.02.2020. 

2. 1-80/98-Estt.III/ dt.06.04.2021. 

3. 1-80/98-Estt.III/ 86-88dt.06.05.2021. 

4. Memo No.COAK/2020/63 dt.13.01.20 

5. MemoNo.COA/Kaul/2020/A-I/1481dated 02.11.2020. 

 

 

5. Where Dr. Partap Singh Panwar has requested (in 

writing on 11-11-2020) the termination of his lien at 

ICAR NBAGR, Karnal while conveying in express 

terms his intention to not return to his parents 

institution i.e ICAR NBAGR, Karnal, then after the 

acceptance of his technical resignation by ICAR, 

which Rule mandates ICAR NBAGR, Karnal to 

demand and receive thereof Leave salary and 

Pension contribution from CCSHAU, Hisar for the 

duration  of his lien period of two years w.e.f. 

25.06.2019? Please provide copy of the said rules(s). 

5. General guidelines are available on public domain. 

 

 

6. Copies of complete green sheet proceedings 

conducted by ICAR NBAGR, Karnal for calculating 

and demanding the Leave Salary & Pensionary 

Contribution from CCSHAU, Hisar /OR Dr. Partap 

Singh Panwar. 

6. Copies of green sheet (4 pages No.73 to 76)alongwith a     

copy of DFA dated 23.4.21are attached. 



7. Considering the fact that the Promotion Order 

promoting Dr. Partap Singh Panwar to the post of 

Professor was made available to ICAR- NBAGR, 

Karnal which unequivocally had the effect of 

absorbing him on regular basis on strength of 

CCSHAU, ICAR- NBAGR has still asked for proof 

of absorption.  

 

 a. Is there any Official format prescribed by the 

 ICAR according to which ICAR NBAGR, Karnal 

 seeks proof of the absorption of Dr. Partap Singh 

 Panwar in service of CCSHAU, Hissar w.e.f. 1995? 

 If so, please provide the copy of said FORMAT. 

 

 b. Whether such a proof was sought from Dr. Rakesh 

 Malik who was absorbed in service of CCSHAU, 

 Hissar w.e.f. 1996? If so, please provide the copy of 

 said FORMAT. 

7. Formal order of absorption is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Available in public domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Attention is invited to RTI ACT-2005, Section-2 

(f) & (i) 

 

      8. After having received the written undertaking from 

 Dr. Partap Singh Panwarwhich  conveyed his 

 intention to not to return to his parents Institution i.e., 

 ICAR NBAGR, Karnal and his willingness to 

 terminate his lien, ICAR NBAGR was duty bound to 

 send all his service documents including pensionary 

 liabilities, GPF, Leave encashment, gratuity etc. to 

 CCSHAU, Hissar in a bound manner with interest 

 from the date of his joining ICAR NBAGR till 

 24.06.2019 which has not yet been done. 

a.  Has ICAR- NBAGR, Karnal decided to with-hold 

the above-mentioned pensionary  liabilities etc. of 

Dr. Partap Singh Panwar even after acceptance of   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. No such decision has been taken so far. 

 

 



his resignation? 

 b. If so, please state the grounds on which pensionary 

 liabilities, Leave encashment etc. have been with-

 held by ICAR NBAGR, Karnal? 

 C.  Please provide a Copy of the rule(s) according to 

 which pensionary liabilities, leave encashment, 

 Gratuity, GPF etc. have been with-held by ICAR 

 NBAGR, Karnal? 

 

b. N.A. 

 

 

c. N.A. 

      9. Are Foreign service rules applicable to the technical 

 employees of ICAR NBAGR, Karnal? If these are 

 applicable to the case of Dr. Partap Singh Panwar, 

 copies  of the same be supplied. 

9. Guidelines are available on public domain. 

 

    10. Detailed information regarding amount of Leave 

 Salary and Pensionary  Contribution paid by ICAR -

 NBAGR, Karnal to: 

 

a. the DUVASU, MATHURA University for lien retention 

of Dr. P.K. Singh; and 

 

b. CSK Himachal Pradesh Agricultural University, Palampur 

for lieu retention of Dr. R.A.K. Aggarwal. 

 

 

 

10. 

a. No such payment was made by NBAGR. 

 

 

b. No such payment was made by NBAGR. 

 

     11. Which authority is accountable for delayed transfer 

 of pensionary liabilities, leave encashment etc. in 

 case of Dr. Kuldeep singh? 

 

11. Attention is invited to Section-2 (f) & (i) of RTI Act,     

2005. 

 

3. Shri Muralidhar, Flat no. 

302, Block A, Sri 

Venkatram Avenue, 

Nidamanuru Road, 

Poranki 521137 

1. Application submitted for breed recognition of 

Punganur Cattle breed. 

2. Information available with NBAGR with respect to 

the population size of Punganur Cattle.  

3. Information on the basis on which NBAGR 

authenticated the population as Punganur cattle 

breed.  

1. Punganur cattle breed was registered as extant 

breed in 2008. 

2. Population of Punganur cattle is 2772 as pure and 

56 as graded (Total 2828) as per breed survey 

(2013) of DAHDF GOI. 

3. Breed survey (2013) is authenticated document 

published by DAHDF, GOI, wherein the 



populations of livestock breeds are provided.  

4. Shri Metta Muralidhar, 

3-7-44/C2, Kattera 

Veedhi, Srikakulam 

532001 

1. Copy of the application submitted by the applicant to 

register Punganur cattle breed recognition to the 

NBAGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Information on the number of Punganur animals exist 

at the time of processing the application for breed 

recognition by the NBAGR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Information on details and photos of the sires of 

Punganur cattle whose semen doses are available 

with the NBAGR.  

1.   Punganur Cattle breed registered as extant breed in 

year 2008, along with other 29 breeds of 

indigenous cattle in the country. Such extant 

breeds were registered based upon their known 

status through scientific literature/information 

available about these breeds. Application based 

registration system was not adopted for registering 

the extant breeds. The Accession Number of the 

Punganur cattle is 

INDIA_CATTLE_0100_PUNGANUR_03022. 

2.   The Punganur Cattle was registered as extant 

breed. The descriptor of the Punganur published 

in Indian Journal of Animal Sciences volume 79 

issue (9), Pp 963-964 (sept, 2009) has mentioned 

the Estimated population as “Few animals” 

Populations of Punganur cattle has been 

mentioned as 2772 as pure and 56 as graded 

(Total 2828) in the “Estimated Livestock 

Population-Breed Wise-Based on Breed Survey 

2013” published by DAHDF, Ministry of 

Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, GOI in 2013. 

3.   2691 semen doses of 10 Punganur bulls, procured 

from ANGRAU, Palamner are available at 

NBAGR. Other information of sires are not 

available.  

5. Dr. Sandeep Pahal, 306, 

Western Kutchery Road, 

Meerut UP 

1. Name and numbers of Employees at your 

organization getting NPA including Veterinary and 

Medical Doctors having valid registration to practice 

in the respective states or place of posting i.e., 

certified issued by respective state’s veterinary and 

medical Councils.  

1. At present following ten (10) Scientists are getting 

NPA and all are having pregistration certificate 

from Veterinary & Medical/ State Veterinary 

Medical Council:-  

1. Dr. B.P. Mishra, Director 

2. Dr. R.S. Kataria, PS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Name and numbers of Employees at your 

organization getting NPA including Veterinary and 

Medical Doctors having valid registration to practice 

in the respective states or place of posting i.e., 

certified issued by respective state’s veterinary and 

medical Councils. The dates of expiry of the 

registration if any may kindly be provided.  

3. Name and numbers of Employees at your 

organization getting NPA including Veterinary and 

Medical Doctors having valid registration to practice 

in the respective states or place of posting i.e., 

certified issued by respective state’s veterinary and 

medical Councils. The copy of the order of the 

competent authority to affect or implement the same 

that the grant of NPA even without valid registration 

to practice, may kindly be provided. The details of 

amount of NPA paid year-wise to all such employees 

should also be provided.  

4. Copy of the NPA granting order alongwith the 

eligibility conditions for granting NPA for scientists 

and other employees from the competent authority at 

ICAR, or other authority in India.  

3. Dr. S.K. Nirnajan, PS 

4. Dr. Indrajit Ganguly, PS 

5. Dr. Sanjeev Singh, PS 

6. Dr. KN Raja, SS 

7. Dr. Sonika Ahlawat, SS 

8. Dr. Dige Mahesh Shivanand, Sci. 

9. Dr. Amod Kumar, Sci. 

10. Dr. P.K. Singh, Retd. PS 

 

 

2. NIL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. NIL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Non practicing Allowance (NPA) is granted to 

ARS Scientists as per ICAR letter no. 1(1)/2000-

Per.IV dated 06.03.2009 and 1(8)/2018.Per.IV 

dated 02.09.2020. (Copies of the same is attached)  



6. Shri. Rajiv Pratap Singh, 

Advocate, Tin Shed, 

Station Road, Bareilly 

243001 

1. Copy of office order for payment of 20% NPA to 

veterinary scientists serving at your institute.  

 

2. Copy of office order for payment of 20% NPA to 

pensioners of your institute.  

 

 

 

3. Copy of undertaking received from Scientists for 

payment of 20% NPA, if any and date of payment of 

20% NPA to serving scientists.  

4. Copy of validity of undertaking for payment of 20% 

NPA. 

5. Copy of ICAR letter/circular/Memorandum directing 

the payment of 20% NPA payment as per 7th CPC 

available on record.  

6. Any relevant letter/circular/instruction/memorandum 

in respect of 20% NPA as per 7th CPC available on 

record.  

 

 

7. Please provide information about details of scientists 

whose gratuity has been on hold in lieu of payment 

of 20% NOA and copy of relevant statutory 

provision which entitle employer to retain gratuity of 

retired veterinary scientists at your institute if any. 

1.  No such office order has been issued by this office 

for the payment of 20% NPA to veterinary 

scientists serving at NBAGR, Karnal  

2.  A copy of Department of pension & pensioners’ 

Welfare O.M. No. 38/37/16-P&PW (A) (III) dated 

11th September, 2017, which has been endorsed 

by the Council vide letter no. GAC-21-30/2019-

CDN dated 12.09.2020 is attached herewith.  

3.  N/A 

 

4.  N/A 

 

 

5.  No Order issued by ICAR for payment of 20% 

NOA to serving veterinary scientists.  

 

6. A copy of Department of Expenditure O.M. no. 

12/2/2016-Elll.A dated 7th July, 2017, Which has 

been endorsed by the Council vide letter no. 

TS(05)/2021-Estt.IV dated 23rd Sept., 2021 is 

attached herewith.  

7.  NIL  

7. Shri Anil Pannikar, 188, 

Lajpat Nagar, Hisar 

125001 

1. A complaint concerning plagiarism by NBAGR 

personnel was made by me to DDG, Animal 

Sciences, ICAR and to the Director, NBAGR by 

email dated May 23, 2017. Please supply the certified 

copy of documents showing action taken into the said 

complaint.   

1.  Letter no. PA-4(148)/2018-3899-3900 dated 

16.01.2018. 

2. Explanation dated 08.06.2017. 

3. Memo no. PA-3/2017 dated 19.06.2017 

4. Letter no. PA-4(148)/2018-1009 dated: 16.01.2018 



 


